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PROOF OF SCOTTS CONJECTURE

D. SVRTAN

Abstract. We give a proof of Conjecture 7 in [2, p. 155] first stated in 1881 by R. F.

Scott [4]. It reads as follows:

Conjecture 7 (R. F. Scott). Let x,.x„ and y¡,..., y„ be the distinct roots of

x" — 1 =0 and of v" + 1 =0, respectively. Let A be the n X n matrix whose (i, j)

entry is \/(x, - yf), i, j - 1.n. Then

|per(-4)|- ("(' -35 ■•■ ("-2))2/2\    ifKisodd,

I 0, if n is even.

Actually, our proof gives more, namely an explicit expression for per(A) (see

Theorem 2.1).

1. Preliminary results. Let A be an n X n matrix (atj). The permanent of A is

defined by
n

oex(A)=  £   Y\ai9ii),

where Sn is the symmetric group over the set (1,..., n).

We first quote two results which we shall use in the course of the proof.

Theorem 1.1 (Borchardt [1]). Let A be an n X n matrix whose (i, j) entry is

(s, — tj)'\ where s,, tj are complex numbers. Then

dei(A)pex(A) = det(/l<2)),

where A{2) has entries (s, — t¡)   .

For the proof see e.g. [2, p. 6].  .

The next result which we need concerns circulants. For given numbers a0,..., an_,

the circulant C(a0,..., fl„_|) ~ (c,- ■) is a n X n matrix, whose entries are given by

"      la„ + ,_„     Ui>j.

Theorem 1.2. The determinant of the circulant is given by

n

detC(a0,...,a„_,)= ]!/(**).

where f(t) = YJ'Z^a.t', and xk are the nth roots of unity.
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This can be proved easily by multiplying detC(a0,..., a„_,) by the Vander-

monde determinant V(xx,..., xn) (cf. [3, pp. 442, 445]).

We shall also need the following properties of the set H = {h e C: h" = -1} of

the nth roots of -1.

Proposition 1.3. (i)LAeW(l - h)~] = n/2.

(ü)LheH(\-hy2 = n(2-n)/4.

Proof. Let h e H. Put x = (1 -A)"'. Then h » (x - l)/x and the following

equivalences hold

(1) ft" - -1 «• (x - \)" + x" - 0 «• 2x" + ¿ (_1)*(J)*""* = 0.

This enables us to interpret 5 = {x = (1 — h)'u. h e H) as the set of solutions of

the equation (1).

By the Viète formulas we obtain

L^ = -(-i)'(?)/2 = «/2,
xes

so that (i) is proved.

To prove (ii) observe that

e*2-(e*)2-(i*A
íes vxeS    ' Kx*y      '

Again by Viète formula we obtain

Zx2 = (n/2)2-2(-\)2(n2)/2 = n(2-n)/4,

thus proving (ii).

2. The main result.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be the n X n matrix whose (i, j) entry is (x, — y.)~l, where

x,,..., x„ and yx,..., yn are the distinct roots of x" - 1 = 0 and y" 4- 1 = 0 respec-

tively. Then

per(A)= /(-I)'"721" (1-3-5 ••• (n - 2)f/2»,     if n is odd,
(0, if n is even.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1 we can write

(1) Dx ■ pev(A) = D2,

where D„, v = 1,2, stands for de\({xt - y/)'").

In order to obtain an evaluation of D/s we first make the following observations.

(a) Let £ be any nth root of -1. Then the map g -> eg from G = (g: g" = 1} to

H = {h: h" = -1} is a bijection.

(b) From the definition of the permanent it is readily seen that

pei((xo0)-yJ{J))~]) = per((x, -^)"'),

for any a, t e Sn.
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Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that the nth roots of 1 and -1

are of the form

xi = o*.       y¡ = ea>> /, y = 1,..., n,

where a is an arbitrary primitive nth root of 1.

By factoring out x~" from the z'th row (i = 1,..., n) we get

(2)    A = (ft*.) ' • det((l - s*-)-') = (-if-'" ■ det C(a0,..., a'n_x)

whereak = (1 — eak)~\ k = 0,1,..., n - 1.

Applying Theorem 1.2 to the circulant C„ = C(a"0,..., a"n_,) it follows

n

detc;= fi/.(**).
k=\

where

(3)

For fixed A:, 1 < k < n, we compute

n- 1

i-O

n-1

/,(**) =1(1- ««'")"(«*)'' =1(1- «*'TV)• \k
i = 0 i-O

£"* £ (1 - «)~V    (writing« - I - (1 - ft))
/ie/7

//*= e-*e LH)yni(i-Ar'.
h&H j-0 \J

Splitting the second sum into two parts given by j < v - 1 and j > v and using the

fact that

, _ / n,     if / = 0,

we obtain

0,     if0</<n,

v-\

f.M -f* i ¿ (-Dy(*)(i - »>'"• + e hW*) •
AG//[y-0 ^7  ' >-» \y '

SinceZkJmt(-\)J(j) = -I':o(-l)y(î). it follows

/,(**) -e-*E(-I)y(*)f I (1-Ar"-«

Now, using Proposition 1.3, we get

[-1/2, ifr« 1,

fÁxk) = e'k{[n(2-n)        \        in        \ ,
\(—--J-fc^-ii).     if, = 2,
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, -n/2, if v = 1,

>-»(«- 2* + 2)/4,    if p = 2.

(5) D, = '

or

(4) /.(**)-«

Substituting (4) in (3) and (2) we obtain

-(f)*n«-.
(-J)"ñe->-2* + 2),     if, = 2.

From (5) it is clear that Dx * 0. Hence, by (1),

per(A) = D2/Dx

= (-\)n~iU(n-2k + 2)/2"
A = l

= i(-l/"/2,n(l -3 ••• (n-2))2/2",     if n is odd,

I 0, if n is even,

which completes the proof.

As a corollary we have the following identity:

Corollary 2.2.

y_I_= in(l • 3 ••• (n - 2))\     ifnisodd,

0Í'sUUxsin(7t(2k-2a(k)-r\)/2n)      \o, if n is even.

Proof. Put a = exp(2w;/n), e = exp(w//n), i = v^T. Then for the matrix A

from Theorem 2.1 we obtain

per^Hr'periO -£■</-;)"')       (cf. (2)).

Since

1 _1 f       /2(,/-A:)-l     \

l-eak-J      sin(n(2(k - j) + l)/2n)    2     Pl 2n /

and

" /2(a(fc)-fc)-l     V
n,expl—Tn—"j--1'

for any ueS,, we get

per ,4 = (-i)"i— per    , - .
2 xHn(ff(2(*-y) + l)/2n)/

Now by Theorem 2.1 the result follows, because the last permanent is precisely equal

to the left-hand side of the desired identity.

Note Added in Proof. After this article was written (November, 1980) we learnt

that Mine (Linear Algebra and Its Applications 28 (1979), 141 - 153, and Kittappa
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(Linear and Multilinear Algebra llO (1981), 75 - 82) also proved Scott's conjecture.

We hope that our proof, which is entirely algebraic and self-contained, is also shorter

and more elementary.
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